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Watch the video at http://www.illinoisbmwriders.com/service/instructional-videos/15-k-bikes/96-bmw-
k1200lt-diy-spiegler-brake-lines-replacement 

 
The bottom line is you do not have to fully "drain" the system to do this.  Simply doing one circuit’s set 
of line(s) at a time is the best way.  The front control circuit involves only 1 flexible line.  The front pair of 
calipers has 3 flexible lines and one steel tube.  The rear control circuit has only 1 flexible line, and finally 
the rear caliper also has only 1 flexible line.  The bleed ports on the Control Module are numbered 
differently for 2002-2004 LTs vs the 2005-2009 LTs.  Be careful you open and bleed the correct port! 
 
Although brake fluid quickly softens paint, it is soluble in water.  Keep a spray bottle filled with warm 
water with a little detergent in it handy to immediately spray and wash down any DOT-4 fluid dribbles or 
spills.  Just don’t spray water on any open lines or reservoirs!  
 
The following is how I do it and it supplements the video info from Kirk where he walks you through the 
removal and replacement of the lines: 
 
Front brake line: 
 
Before starting on the front control line, pre-fill the front control bleed port on the ABS Control Module 
by cracking it and pushing on the brake lever until you see a “bubble” of fluid rising in the bleed port.  
For the 2005s and later, it is port 3 as shown in figure 3 below.  For the previous 2002 through 2004 year 
bikes, it is port F1 on the Control Module as shown in Figure 4 below.  I use this port because the bleed 
“screw” is vertical and the fluid will temporarily flood & seal the outlet very conveniently. 
 
To service the front control circuit, you will have to remove the Tupperware handle bar covers and 
loosen the front reservoir (fig 1) from the handlebar to get the flexible line off.  Drain the reservoir as 
much as possible before you begin to work with it, then undo the line at the low end at the hard line 
junction (fig2, item 3) and place it in a drip catcher of your choice.  Finally crack the line at the front 
brake handlebar reservoir and let the fluid dribble out.  Replace the flex line with the new one, restore 
the reservoir to level and temporarily tighten to the handlebar.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  Figure 1       Figure 2 

http://www.illinoisbmwriders.com/service/instructional-videos/15-k-bikes/96-bmw-k1200lt-diy-spiegler-brake-lines-replacement
http://www.illinoisbmwriders.com/service/instructional-videos/15-k-bikes/96-bmw-k1200lt-diy-spiegler-brake-lines-replacement


I found the best tool for pushing fluid to be the Phoenix Systems V-5 DIY tool ($59.95 + 15-20% off from 
Autoanything.com).  But you can try a syringe and tubing if you like.  Just go slowly. Check out the videos 
here: http://www.brakebleeder.com/videos/reverse-brake-bleeder-videos/ 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Front control ports for 2005 and later. 

Figure 3  
            
         Figure 4 – Pre 2005 

Control Module Port Designations 
 
 
Using a syringe or equivalent, push fluid from the pre-filled Control Module bleed port at the Control 
Module (2005 and later is port 3, earlier bikes port F1).  Stuff rags/paper towels around the bottom of 
the port as some fluid will inevitably seep onto the Control Module depending on how far you crack the 
bleeder open.  One turn should be sufficient.  Push additional fluid into port 3 or F1 until it shows up 
bubble free in the reservoir.  Don’t overflow the reservoir!  Once you are bubble free, set the fluid level 
at the molded notch inside the reservoir.  I always completely remove the rubber diaphragm from the 
front reservoir cover, rinse it with water and then thoroughly dry it.  Then reassemble the diaphragm 
and cover, tighten the 4 reservoir screws (just snug as they will strip if you play gorilla on them) , and 
adjust everything to the correct handlebar position.  A little seepage around the cover during final 
assembly is normal it does not mean the screws are loose.  Flush the area with water and wipe dry.  
 
This procedure works well providing you pre-filled the Control Module F3/F1 bleed port. If the hard line 
and ABS still have fluid in them you should not introduce any air into the system.  You merely push the 
air out of the new line into the front reservoir.  Once you re-fill the front control reservoir, you are done 
with the front control system.   
 

http://www.brakebleeder.com/videos/reverse-brake-bleeder-videos/


You can alternately perform a conventional bleed at all three Control Module front ports instead of just 
pushing fluid up to the reservoir.  Just fill the reservoir at the brake handle, but leave it open.  Then push 
fluid from the reservoir down to the Control Module using the front brake lever, drawing fluid and air 
bubbles from ports 1, 2, 3 and then back to 1 again (2005 and later), or F1, F2, F3 and then back to F1 
again (2002-2004).   Keep the front handlebar control reservoir full until there are no further air bubbles, 
and then set the level.  Take your time as fluid will tend to spray back and elsewhere thru the vent hole 
in the reservoir bottom. 
 
It often helps to remove the big electrical connector to get to the Module ports with a standard 7 mm 
wrench.  Do not round off these Module port plugs.  If necessary, bend the handle of a cheap 7 mm 
wrench to get something which will open the Module ports.  They need not be particularly tight.   
 
Front Wheel Lines: 
 
Be sure to stuff plastic bags around the front wheel to protect it against brake fluid dribbles.   
 
Clip all the cable ties on the ABS front wheel encoder sensor wiring loom.  Remove the 10 mm nut on 
the right side and the 4 mm Allen head screw on the left side (see fig 5 below).  Then remove each 
flexible line at the caliper.  Be sure to have a small cup to catch fluid dribbles.  Undo the flexible line at 
the top at the frame at the highest point.  Let the fluid drain into a cup.  Then remove the whole line 
assembly.  Plug the hard line next to the frame to keep out dirt.   Fluid will not run out of the remaining 
hard line connected to the Control Module since it is all downhill.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Figure 5 
 
Assemble the new flexible lines loosely to the hard line and refit the line to the forks using the 4 mm 
Allen and 10 mm nut/washer.  Then loosely attach the flex lines to the calipers to get everything in 
alignment. If necessary, a final tweek of a few degrees can be done to more precisely orient a particular 
crimped line end.   Once everything is all lined up, tighten each fitting (all are 18 Nm) except the top 
banjo which becomes a bleed point. (You can tighten this one as well if you are not going to push fluid 
up). Then push fluid from the farthest caliper bleed ports until you see it bubble out at the top.  Then 
tighten that banjo.  You will still have to bleed the front wheel circuit, but there should be minimal air in 
the line at this point.   
 
My first go did not pass the GS-911 bleed test.  To do a complete air purge, it may well be necessary to 
arrange a temporary reservoir/funnel for the Control Module fill ports, fill it, and re-connect the 
electrics.  I added a temporary hose from the left caliper bleed screw back to the temporary Control 
Module reservoir/funnel.  After reinstalling the Control Module connector, turn the ignition key ON and 



use the Control Module pump to push fluid towards the front brake cylinders.  Make sure you don’t 
drain the reservoir/funnel.  The funnel is especially handy for this.  Pull the front brake lever to start the 
ABS Module pump.   Be prepared to release the front brake lever quickly as the pump can quickly empty 
the temporary Module reservoir/funnel.  Expect no more than a few seconds of operation before 
needing to either add more fluid if you are not collecting it from the wheel cylinder bleed port. 
 
I saw two tiny bubbles and then the fluid ran clear.  I re-ran the bleed test and it passed.  If you don’t 
have a GS-911 to perform the bleed test, go ahead and do a conventional bleed at each caliper until 
there are no air bubbles. There should only be a very small amount of air encountered.  
 
This completes the front brake system. 
 
 
Rear Brake Control line: 
 
The rear master cylinder control line is the hardest one of the bunch.  It is far easier to remove it with 
the rear shock out of the way.   
 
I tried to “pre-fill” the rear Control Module bleed port but found I had to do a full conventional bleed on 
the rear control circuit anyway.   
 
It is a hard one to do and it helps to remove the 4 mm Allen screw (5 in fig 6) holding the bracket that 
the hard line coupler is on.  This lets you get an Allen driver on the banjo bolt (6) and line it up when 
installing the new line.  Fluid will drain out of the hard line so a temporary plug is in order.  I used a foam 
ear plug and it held the drip back.  The flex end at the master cylinder is critical on orientation.  Look at it 
while the Rear master cylinder is still on the foot plate and take a picture.  Then note where the flex 
lines line up after you remove the master cylinder from the foot plate.  You want to replicate this 
position.  It may take a few tries to get it right and get the banjo (2) torqued to spec (18 Nm).  It is then a 
twisting exercise to get the supply tube oriented such that the master cylinder is lined up on the foot 
plate when you insert the mounting screws (Fig 7 item 3).  Make sure you have it lined up right before 
you try to tighten the screws as they are easy to strip, but they should go in easily if you have it lined up 
correctly. 
These show a little clearer the location of the bleed ports on the early iABS units 

 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 6       Figure 7 
 
You will have to perform a full three-port-plus-one bleed of the rear control circuit once the line is 
installed.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Fig 8 
 
        Fig 9 
 
This is done in a similar manner as described above for the front brake, except that different numbered 
bleed ports are used for the rear.   
 
For the 2005 and later bikes, pump key OFF (using the foot pedal) fluid from rear (see fig 8) ports 1, then 
2, then 3 and then lastly 1 again, until there are no air bubbles at the small plastic rear reservoir. For the 
early pre 2005 bikes, pump from R1, R2, R3 and lastly R1 (see fig 9) again until there are no air bubbles.  
This completes the rear control circuit.  Pump for each bleed port until there are no bubbles, move to 
the next port, and finally return to the first port.  Keep the little plastic rear control reservoir full. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10  2005-2009 Rear reservoir   
Fig 11  Red – Rear Wheel and 
Control Blue – Front Wheel 

Rear Wheel Brake Cylinder line: 
 
The Rear wheel flex line is the easiest one to do but the line will drip fluid so cover the swing arm and be 
ready to plug the fitting.   Clip the cable ties from the ABS encoder sensor loom.  Pop the clips off the top 
of the rear caliper.  Remove the banjo on the caliper and have a small cup to catch the dibbles.  Then 
undo the Control Module end of the flex line and be ready to plug the hard line as it too will drip.  Install 
the new flex line at the caliper and place the spring clips on the rubber grommets.  Adjust as necessary 
to fit. Then install the banjo at the flex-to-hard line junction.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Fig 12      Fig 13 
 
Cable tie the sensor loom and perform a conventional bleed at the rear caliper with the ignition key 
(remember the connector) ON and let the pump do the work.  Keep the reservoir full. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 14      Fig 15 
Temporary Module reservoir/Funnel   Rear control reservoir (2002-2004 models) 
End. 


